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RESTAURANT365® NAMED 2018 SaaS AWARDS WINNER
Global Software Awards Program Announces Winners
IRVINE, Calif. (Sept. 4, 2018) – Restaurant365®, the world’s all-in-one, cloud-based, restaurantspecific accounting, back-office and reporting solution, is a winner in the 2018 SaaS Awards
Program in the Best Product for Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) category.
“We are honored to make the shortlist in two categories this year, including Best Product for
Business Accounting or Finance,” said John Moody, Co-Founder of Restaurant365. “But even
better, to take the trophy for Best Product for ERP is a great demonstration of our dedication to
success and innovation.”
The Software-as-a-Service Awards accepts entries from across the globe, including the U.S.,
Canada, Australia, Europe and the Middle East. Now in its third year, the SaaS Awards program
is partnered with the annual Cloud Awards.
“We are thrilled to announce the final winners from another very impressive shortlist,” said
SaaS Award and Cloud Awards organizer Larry Johnson. “With so many potential winners on the
shortlist, we hope our choices have proven thought-provoking, offering a real showcase of the
diversity of today’s SaaS offerings.”
More than 200 organizations entered, with international entries coming from North America,
Canada, Australia, UK, Europe and the Middle East. To view the shortlist and list of winners,
please visit: https://www.cloud-awards.com/2018-saas-shortlist/
About Restaurant365®
Restaurant accounting is the cornerstone of Restaurant365® Software’s cloud-based, allinclusive back office solution. Restaurant365 was founded by an experienced team of software
veterans committed to developing an accounting, back office and reporting tool--specifically for
restaurants-- that scales and positions restaurant concepts for growth. The Restaurant365

connectors and open APIs truly enable the platform to “talk” with other systems including POS
providers, payroll processors, vendors and banks. In January 2018, Restaurant365 closed $20
million in Series A financing with a minority investment from Bessemer Venture Partners, which
will be used to expand the team and accelerate development. Restaurant365 has offices in
Irvine, California and Austin, Texas. For more information, please visit Restaurant365.com.
About the SaaS Awards
The SaaS Awards is a sister program to the Cloud Awards, which was founded in 2011. The SaaS
Awards focuses on recognizing excellence and innovation in software solutions.
About the Cloud Awards
The Cloud Awards is an international program which has been recognizing and honoring
industry leaders, innovators and organizational transformation in cloud computing since 2011.
The awards are open to large, small, established and start-up organizations from across the
entire globe, with an aim to find and celebrate the pioneers who will shape the future of the
Cloud. Categories include the Software as a Service award, Most Promising Start-Up, and “Best
in Mobile” Cloud Solution.
Finalists are selected by a judging panel of international industry experts. For more information
about the Cloud Awards and SaaS Awards, please visit https://www.cloud-awards.com/.
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